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   Colonial Elegance Meets Balinese Bliss: A Tanah Lot
Luxury Freehold Villa  

  Information de l’agent
Nom: ArKadia
Nom de
compagnie:
Pays: Royaume-Uni
Téléphone:
Languages: Dutch, English, French,

German, Italian, Polish,
Portuguese, Romanian,
Russian, Spanish,
Swedish

Détails de l’annonce
Propriété à: Vendre
Prix: USD 1,794,586.69

  Location
Pays: Indonésie
État/Région/Province: Bali
Ville: Tabanan
Soumis: 15/03/2024
Description:
Colonial Elegance Meets Balinese Bliss: A Tanah Lot Luxury Freehold Villa
Price at Euro 1,650,000

Tucked away in Tabanan’s serene landscape, close to the iconic Tanah Lot beach, stands a dazzling
beacon of Bali’s luxury real estate: a colonial-style villa that melds elegance with tranquility seamlessly.
This freehold gem, sprawling over 2200 Sqm of land and boasting a spacious 1081 sqm build, emerges as
a crown jewel in Bali’s property market, tagged at Euro 1,650,000. Crafted in 2011, this ready-to-move-
in villa radiates timeless grace with its furnished interiors and mesmerizing architectural allure. Hosting
four sumptuous bedrooms alongside four exquisite bathrooms, it promises vast space for kin and visitors.
The enclosed living zone is a sanctuary of privacy and comfort, effortlessly merging with the outdoors.

A standout feature of this abode is its awe-inspiring atrium, replete with a dumpling pool, lying at the
villa’s core and offering direct access to all ground floor chambers. This architectural gem, combined
with the villa’s colonial allure, redefines the benchmarks for Bali homes on the market. The villa’s
sprawling garden, with its serene rice field vistas, offers a peaceful haven from the hustle and bustle.
Such a tranquil retreat elevates the villa to a prime spot among Bali’s investment property offerings,
enticing those in pursuit of calm and natural splendor. Merely 10 minutes from Tanah Lot beach, the villa
not only provides a lavish living environment but also easy access to one of Bali’s most revered and
picturesque seascapes, positioning it as a sought-after choice among beachfront properties. Its strategic
location further boosts its investment appeal, promising both a rich lifestyle and potential returns.
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This property marks a unique opportunity in Bali’s property landscape for savvy investors and
homebuyers. Its freehold status is particularly appealing for international real estate enthusiasts in Bali,
offering straightforward ownership in Bali’s dynamic property market. For those dedicated to acquiring
property in Bali, this villa represents not just a dwelling but a lifestyle investment. With its luxury,
strategic location near amenities, and comprehensive features like a large pool and rice field views, it
stands out in Bali’s luxury property sales segment. Embarking on owning a slice of paradise island
becomes a vivid dream with this villa. It embodies the essence of investment in Bali’s real estate, offering
a haven of peace, luxury, and natural charm. As a shining example of the flourishing Bali real estate
trends, this villa is a rare discovery, blending Balinese cultural charms with the conveniences of modern
luxury living.

  Commun
Chambres: 4
Salle de bains: 4
Pied carré fini: 1081 m²
Dimesions du lot: 2200 m²

  Room details
Indoor Features: Fitted kitchen

  Building details
Parking: Oui
Outdoor Amenities: Pool
Nombre de pieds carrés: 1

  Rental details
Furnished: Oui

  Lease terms
Date Available:

  Information additionnelle
Lien URL du site web: http://www.arkadia.com/RWEE-T1107/?utm_camp

aign=multicast&utm_medium=web&utm_source=I
MLIX.COM

  Contact information
IMLIX ID: bsvf166
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